THE MANNHEIM MASTER IN MANAGEMENT
WHAT OUR STUDENTS SAY

Rebecca Röller
MMM student

“I do not think that there are any other Master’s in Management programs in Europe which offer such high flexibility as the MMM. The almost unrestricted selection of courses from all Areas of the Business School as well as the opportunity to spend a semester abroad at one of the numerous partner universities means that I can design my own study program. The excellent studying conditions, including a modern, well-equipped campus and a lively student city, make it the perfect program for me.”

Carolin Abt
MMM graduate 2016

“For me, the Mannheim Master in Management facilitated starting a career in two ways. I was not only able to connect with my current employer during a workshop at the University, I also benefited from the flexible curriculum. My course choice extended my technical knowledge and provided me with the tools I now need as an assistant to the company management.”

THE BUSINESS SCHOOL
ACHIEVEMENTS

Select rankings
- WirtschaftsWoche University Ranking: No. 1 German business school from recruiter’s perspective (2018)
- CHE University Ranking: Rated top class in 5 out of 5 select categories (2017)

International Accreditations
AACSB, AMBA, and EQUIS

THE MANNHEIM MASTER IN MANAGEMENT
AT A GLANCE

Degree
Master of Science (M.Sc.)

Duration of study
4 semesters (full-time)

Application period
March 15 – May 31 (annually)

Online application
www.bewerbung.uni-mannheim.de

Start of program
Each year in August; start of the lecture period: at the beginning of September

Language of instruction
Two tracks are available (decision to be made during application process):
- Mixed track: German and English
- English track: 100% English

Admission requirements
- At least 36 ECTS in business administration
- GMAT (min. 600 points) or equivalent GRE

International opportunities
- Study abroad for one semester at one of our 100 graduate partner schools
- Get a second internationally recognized degree within two years study time: pursue a double degree in cooperation with ESSEC France, Copenhagen Business School Denmark, University of South Carolina USA, NTNU Norway, National Chengchi University Taiwan and Queen’s University Canada
- For none of the international opportunities you will be charged additional tuition fees

Tuition fees per semester
- Administrative fee of €156.70*
- No tuition fees for EU/EEA students
- €1,500 tuition fee for non-EU/non-EEA students
- €650 tuition fee in case you hold another German master’s degree
- Scholarship opportunities are available

Student association
www.fsbwl.de

CONTACT US
masterinfo@bsw.uni-mannheim.de
www.bsw.uni-mannheim.de
Phone: +49 621 181-1467

University of Mannheim, Business School - Fakultät BWL
@bswumannheim

Degree
Master of Science

University of Mannheim
Business School
L 5, 5
68131 Mannheim
Germany

*as of fall/winter semester 2017/18
GROW AND DEVELOP PERSONALLY

Now that you have earned your Bachelor’s degree, you are looking for a flexible Master’s program. The MMM is the right choice: The composition and focus of your curriculum are up to you. You can either choose to become an expert in a particular field or you can opt for a broader foundation for your career. We provide you with a unique and wide selection of courses, allowing you to design your own flexible curriculum. In addition, you can take classes in other academic fields as an elective. Complement your studies by joining one of the many student initiatives or social projects, or attend cultural events, mentorship programs and sports activities – there’s something for everyone.

BUILD YOUR CAREER ON CAMPUS

Don’t think of your career as linear. You can already kick-start it during your studies. We connect you with great companies, which are eager to meet young, focused students. We offer uniquely designed workshops on campus through our network of corporate partners, giving you the opportunity to introduce yourself in a non-competitive setting. Many of these workshops lead to longer internships, writing your thesis for a company, or a traineeship at your favorite employer. We also foster an entrepreneurial spirit in Mannheim: If you have a great business idea, it is not only our professors who will advise and mentor you, but the Mannheim Center for Entrepreneurship and Innovation (MCEI) was set up specifically for this purpose.

MAKE YOUR MANNHEIM EXPERIENCE INTERNATIONAL

Internationality within the Master’s program has many facets. You can complete the MMM entirely in English – no German language skills required. International students will have no problem blending in on our campus: The University of Mannheim hosted more than 2,000 students from more than 100 countries last year. If you think of internationality as of going abroad, we can offer that too: We have 100 partner universities by our side to give you the opportunity to spend one semester in the Master’s exchange program. And if you are looking for an even more challenging international experience topped with an additional degree, you can apply for one of our seven Double Degree programs, in which you will earn your degree from the University of Mannheim and another business school in France, Italy, Denmark, Norway, Canada, Taiwan or the US. Discover the world and start in Mannheim.

BENEFIT AND BE PART OF CURRENT RESEARCH

The Business School puts as much emphasis on research as on teaching. More than 30 Chairs conduct research in almost every field of business administration. Our professors publish their research results in international top journals, which is not only evidence of high-quality but also of their diligent work. National and European government organizations, such as the German Federal Ministry of Finance or the European Parliament, and many companies have based their decisions on such findings in the past. Thus, our professors are also sought-after speakers at conferences and on interview panels in the news media. As a student, you will benefit from this directly: Your lectures and seminars will be based on the latest research findings. Furthermore, as a student assistant at one of our Chairs, you can participate in research projects, laying the foundation for an academic career should you choose to pursue a subsequent doctoral degree.

DESIGN YOUR OWN CURRICULUM

### Business Administration
#### Areas:
- Accounting & Taxation
- Banking, Finance & Insurance
- Information Systems
- Management
- Marketing & Sales
- Operations Management

#### 44-68 ECTS Flexible Courses

### Methods & Key Qualifications

#### Decision Analysis
- Corporate Social Responsibility
- Applied Econometrics or Empirical Methods

#### 16 ECTS Mandatory Courses

### Business Economics
#### Business Economics I + II

#### 12 ECTS Mandatory Courses

### Master’s Thesis

#### 24 ECTS

### Elective

#### Language Classes
- Psychology
- Economics
- Politics
- Mathematics
- History

#### 0-24 Optional ECTS

#### Total ECTS: 120